


River Hike

Waterfall Trail

Horseback Riding 

Mountain Biking

Las Lajas Trail

Permaculture Tour

Mandala Garden Tour

Tree Planting

Yoga

Cacao Ceremony 

Sweat Ceremony

Waterside Massages

Sound Healing Meditations
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Duration: 3hrs
What to bring: sunblock, repellent, bathing suit, water, 
comfortable clothing, hiking stick and sturdy water shoes
Included: guide, equipment and snacks
Min participation: 1 
Max participation: 5

Hike a scenic vein from the “Land of Eternal Waters” through the 
forests of Kinkara, clambering over boulders, splashing through 
the shallows and swimming in natural water holes en route to 
our peaceful waterfall for a purifying dip in its pristine plunge 
pool. Along the way you’ll observe ancient petroglyphs and 
giant rock spheres carved out by the indigenous communities 
that once lived on the land, as well as ancient trees dripping with 
orchids, bromeliads, ferns and mosses. With some luck you’ll run 
into some wildlife too. 

A challenging tour for wet and wild adventure seekers
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Duration: 2-3hrs
What to bring: sunblock, repellent, bathing suit, water, 
comfortable clothing, tennis shoes, sandals and a hat
Included: guide and snacks
Min participation: 1
Max participation: 8

Skip along our network of trails down to Kinkara’s pristine 
waterfall for a swim in its refreshing waters. Hidden away 
amongst the rainforest trees, it’s a peaceful spot to reflect and 
enjoy nature at its purest, to dive and splash around, or to 
meditate opposite the cascade. A must-visit corner of Kinkara’s 
sprawling property. 
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Duration: 1-3hrs
What to bring: sunblock, repellent, water, closed shoes, 
comfortable clothing, trousers and a bathing suit for the 
waterfall route 
Included: guide, equipment and snacks
Min participation: 1 
Max participation: 5

Explore Kinkara by horse with an experienced naturalist guide 
on a ride through our Food Forest, down to our waterfall, or all 
the way up to El Mirador, our viewpoint which looks out across 
the vast Valle del General. Enjoy the natural beauty of our 
surroundings as you pass through our farm, learning about the 
area’s flora and fauna along the way, and about sustainable 
cattle farming practices in Costa Rica. An authentic experience 
inspired by local traditions.

Tour options: Food Forest and Fish Ponds | El Mirador Viewpoint 
| Waterfall
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Duration: 1hr or 2hrs 
What to bring: sunblock, repellent, tennis shoes, comfortable 
clothing and water
Included: guide, equipment and snacks
Min participation: 1 
Max participation: 5

Peddle up into our surrounding hills on an exhilarating bike ride 
bringing you close to nature, to the heart of our countryside, and 
to our most impressive lookouts. Our trails will bring you through 
the Kinkara’s food forest and feature fast downhills, challenging 
uphills, and stretches of beautiful, flat single track, with changing 
terrains and vistas along the way that appeal to different levels 
of mountain biking experience.  
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Duration: 3-4hrs
What to bring: bathing suit, water, comfortable clothing, tennis 
or hiking shoes, sandals and a hat
Included: guide and snacks
Min participation: 2
Max participation: 8

Hike down to the other-worldly corner of Kinkara that we like to 
call Las Lajas. These riverside, Jurassic Park-like volcanic flats 
seldom fail to awaken a sense of adventure in all who visit. 
Explore them at your leisure, dipping in and out of the river and 
bathing at the waterfall for a memorable immersion in nature. 
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Duration: 3hrs +
What to bring: sunblock, repellent, water, tennis shoes, 
comfortable clothing and a hat
Included: guide 
Min participation: 1 
Max participation: 8

Reconnect with the origins of our food on a tour that takes you 
through the multiple regenerative and productive agricultural 
systems surrounding Kinkara. Learn about the inspiring 
principles of permaculture, aquaculture and biointensive 
horticulture as you explore the aromatic plants of the Mandala 
Garden. Discover the important role our melipona bees play and 
help to harvest crops at our adjacent farm. You’ll also walk our 
Food Forest and our agro-ecological greenhouse discovering 
how we blend the boundaries between food and medicine.  

A tour designed to inspire and educate





Duration: 1hr
What to bring: sunblock, repellent, water, tennis shoes and 
comfortable clothing
Included: guide
Min participation: 1 
Max participation: 8

Wander our Mandala Garden with our farmers nibbling your 
way through over 100 edible plant beds. You’ll delve into their 
fascinating world of organic farming and permaculture, learning 
how to work hand in hand with Mother Nature, and visit the bee 
hotel to learn more about these important pollinators

Complimentary  experience
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Duration: 1hr
What to bring: sunblock, water, tennis shoes and comfortable 
clothing
Included: guide and seedling
Min participation: 2
Max participation: 10 

Leave your mark on the land by taking part in our reforestation 
efforts. Choose a native tree seedling and plant it with your very 
own hands in the knowledge that it will be well taken care of for 
decades to come.

Complimentary  experience
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Develop your practice at El Morén, our airy pavilion that doubles 
as a spacious movement temple located at the heart of our 
edible Mandala Garden.  Join a group class to go deeper into 
your postures, or deeper into yourself with a private session 
tailored to your preferences.    

Varied styles of practice available

Duration: 60-90 mins
What to bring: comfortable clothing 
Included: instructor, mats and equipment
Min participation: 2 
Max participation: 10
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For thousands of years, pure cacao has been used in sacred 
Mayan and Aztec rituals for inner awakening and creative 
guidance. In our ceremony, we use it as a heart-opening 
medicine for our guests to safely experience revelation and 
inner healing. We invite you to set an intention, slowly consume 
the cacao and connect with your internal energies. 

Duration: 120-180 min
What to bring: comfortable clothing
Included: Facilitator
Min participation: 1
Max participation: 50
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Gather shoulder-to-shoulder around the hot volcanic rocks of 
our riverside Cielo Nocturno for a curative ceremony of sweat, 
song and steam. This ceremony, inspired by the meso-american 
tradition of temazcal and North American Sweat Lodges, can be 
experienced over multiple hours.  We invite you to duck into our 
sweat lodge, set an intention, and then surrender to the 
darkness and the healing power of ancient Mesoamerican 
wisdom.

Duration: half day 
What to bring: bathing suit or loose, light clothes
Included: facilitator, water, towels and fruits
Min participation: 1 
Max participation: 20
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Embrace a traditional sense of relaxation with our selection of 
massage therapies designed for holistic restoration – restoration 
of energies, movement, balance and inner peace. Delivered by 
expert hands in the breezy tents beside the peaceful waters of 
Kinkara Creek, treat your body and spirit to a healing touch and 
an enchanting atmosphere.  

Duration: 60/ 90/ 120 mins
What to wear: comfortable clothing 
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Designed to restore balance and ease within the body, sound 
healing meditations at Kinkara open up the potential for deep 
shifts to take place within. Through the healing, relaxing 
vibrations of crystal singing bowls, indigenous instruments and 
medicine songs, prepare to access a higher state of 
consciousness where you can receive insights and truly 
experience self-reconnection. Bring what no longer serves you 
and release it to the transformative rhythms.

Duration: 90 mins
What to wear: comfortable clothing 
Min participation: 2 
Max participation: n/a





Eco Chontales Waterfall

Cloudbridge Nature Reserve

Los Cusingos Bird Sanctuary

Casa Alegria

Nauyaca Waterfalls

Canopy Zip Line

Boruca Immersion

Marino Ballena National Park

Surf Lessons 
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Duration: half day 
Drive time from Kinkara: 2hrs
What to bring: sunblock, repellent, bathing suit, water, tennis 
shoes, sandals, spare clothing and a bag to keep belongings 
safe and dry  
Included: entrance ticket, guide and snacks
Min participation: 2
Max participation: 7

Hike approximately 1km to the cascading Eco Chontales 
Waterfall – one of the country’s most beautiful – for a half day 
of waterside chilling, canyon exploring, and jungle bathing with 
scarlet macaws overhead. Set at the heart of an impressive 
reforestation project, Eco Chontales provides an immersive and 
quintessentially Costa Rican setting to reconnect with nature 
while swimming in its cool waters and behind its gushing falls. 
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Explore the biodiverse foothills of Mount Chirripó – Costa Rica’s 
tallest mountain – on a guided wildlife hike through the 
Cloudbridge Nature Reserve and up to its beautiful waterfall for 
a swim. This private reserve acts as a biological corridor for 
cloud forest inhabiting animals such as the quetzal and tapir, 
connecting Mt. Chirripó National Park to its surrounding 
protected areas.

Duration: half day 
Drive time from Kinkara: 45 mins
What to bring: sunblock, swimsuit, water, tennis shoes, extra 
clothing and bag to keep belongings safe and dry
Included: entrance fee, insect repellent, guide and snacks
Min participation: 2 
Max participation: 7
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Duration: half day leaving early morning 
Drive time from Kinkara: 15-20 mins
What to bring:  water, tennis shoes and comfortable clothing 
Included: entrance fee, guide, sunblock, repellent, picnic 
breakfast and snacks
Min participation: 2
Max participation: 7

Once the home and outdoor laboratory of famed ornithologist 
Dr Alexander Skutch, Los Cusingos is a birder’s paradise. Hike 
the Naturalist Trail at dawn (between 5am and 7am) past 
pre-Columbian petroglyphs and the Aves Trail running parallel 
to Peñas Blancas River spotting neotropical birds and butterflies 
as you go. Here speciality birds from Southern Costa Rica 
abound, including the Fiery-billed Aracari, Red-crowned 
Woodpecker, Turquoise Cotinga, Speckled Tanager and 
Streaked Saltator. 
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Translating to “Happiness House”, Casa Alegría offers a playful, 
eclectic experience designed to delight all who visit. It’s home to 
the largest butterfly pavilion in Central America as well as a 
natural bakery, gelateria and coffee shop for leisurely mornings 
beyond Kinkara. Visiting with kids? Casa Alegría’s playground 
and science laboratory set the scene for hours of fun, while yoga 
and dance classes provide for those looking for something more 
active.

Duration: half day 
Drive time from Kinkara: 45min
What to bring: comfortable clothing, tennis shoes, sun block, 
insect repellent and water
Included: entrance fee, guide and snacks
Min participation: 2 
Max participation: 7
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Duration: half day 
Drive time from Kinkara: 1hr, plus 1h30 hike
What to bring: bathing suit, change of clothes, sturdy walking 
shoes, sandals, camera, water and a bag to keep belongings 
safe and dry
Included: entrance fee, sunblock, guide and snacks
Min participation: 2
Max participation: 7

The spectacular natural wonder known as Nauyaca comprises 
two impressive waterfalls. Hike a 4km route to reach the first 
which stands at 45m in free fall, and a second tiered fall standing 
at 20m. Together they form a 1,000sqm pool perfect for 
swimming, and a number of smaller natural pools for paddling. 
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Duration: half day 
Drive time from Kinkara: 1hr 15min
What to bring: water, closed shoes, comfortable clothing and a 
sweater
Included: entrance fee, equipment, sunblock and repellent
Min participation: 2 
Max participation: 7

Experience the cloud forest and its many microclimates from an 
inspiring angle as you soar 70 meters over the treetops across a 
network of 6 zip lines. Each spanning up to 140 meters, you’ll 
enjoy spectacular views over the vast Valle del General located 
close to the famous Cerro de la Muerte, and speeds of up to 
85kph as you fly above the lush canopy.
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Duration: full day
What to bring: walking shoes, comfortable cool clothing, water, 
sunblock, and a swimsuit should you choose to visit the waterfall 
Included: guide and traditional lunch 
Min participation: 2 
Max participation: 6

Head up into the mountains to the reservation of Boruca, home 
to the 2,600 remaining members of the eponymous indigenous 
community whose arts and almost extinct language have 
inspired many of our Kinkara spaces. There you’ll spend the day 
with an artist’s collective, trying your hand at painting the tribe’s 
intricate, iconic masks, and learning about how they cultivate 
cotton, spin and dye the thread and weave textiles. After lunch, 
you'll  visit the local waterfall or take a fascinating medicinal 
plant walk. 
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Duration: full day 
Drive time from Kinkara: 1hr30
What to bring: sunblock, bathing suit, sandals, water and spare 
clothing
Included: entrance ticket, guide and a picnic lunch
Min participation: 2 
Max participation: 7

Named after the Spanish for ‘whale’, the Marino Ballena 
National Park covers 100 hectares of beach and rainforest – 
including the iconic Whale’s Tail sandbar formation – and 
stretches out some 5,375 hectares into the Pacific Ocean.  Walk 
the length of the sandbar at low tide, swim in the shallows, and 
enjoy a picnic lunch under the palms on this relaxed tour to 
tropical paradise.  
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Duration: full day 
Drive time from Kinkara: 1hr20
What to bring: sunblock, bathing suit, water, towel and spare 
clothing
Included: instructor and equipment 
Min participation: 2
Max participation: 7

Hit the popular surf town of Dominical for world-famous waves 
and a colorful selection of beachfront boutiques and 
restaurants. Just 50km from Kinkara, Dominical is the epicenter 
of Costa Rican surf culture and the best spot to get up and 
riding with a pro instructor – standing guaranteed!
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www.kinkara.com


